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SUMMARY

C)tr one side, ttre l)urpose of this stucly was to alalyzc t.he difl'erences in 'sell--concept.' of lbrrrtt:en
years old teenagers of dill'erent sexes and, on tlre ottrer side, to analyze the differences in paretrts'
evaluation of their own child with regarcl to the <:hild's se.x. The rnal.ter ol particular attcntion was to
find out the correlations between sell-cvaluation of adolescents of cliffercnt sexes and their parerrts
evaluation of ttreir children. -l'l're invest.igation includetl a t.otal of 1023 sturlents and 690 1rarenl.s in 33
elernerrtary sctrools in Zagreb. The basic: sarrtple ol'examinees was divided according to the sex criterion
(Nl=5f3 girls; N2=5 10 boys; NS=3BO parents of fernale children; N+=StO parents of rnale ctrildren). Ttre
examinees were rnaking evaluations on Dvaluation Scale of Notions of 'SELF' ancl 'MY CHILD'. 'l'he
discrirninant and canonical arralysis were rnade of observecl areas. The obtained restrlts show that, in
relatiou to f-ernalc cxarninees, the rnale exarninees evaluatcr thetnselves statistically significantly less
favourably. Ttre evaluations of parents of rnale children and parents of l'emale cltildren also show
statistically signilicant difference, with t'ernal<: chidren evaluations being stal.istically signilicatrl.ly more
lavorlrable than the evaluations of trale clrildrcn. On the other hancl, thc isolatecl pairs of canonic
fhctors slrggest a signil)cant level of r:orrelation and t:qtralization of ttre "self'-concellt' (sclf-irnage) of
male c'hildren ancl the way ttley are perceived by their parents. Sirnilarly, self-perceptions of I'etrale
children are generally anakrgous to their parents perception <lf tltetn. On the whole, l.he obtairrecl
resrrlts conlin'n all three proposed hypothescs ol'this research.
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l.INTRODUCTION

As thcy grow, develop and mature, the
human beings are passing through various
phases of ego identity. Dillbrent authors give
dili'erent delinil.ions of those phases, so
Fromm, lbr instance, talks of symbiosis ol'
conlbrmism and autonomy, while Erikson
talks ol confidence, autonomy, initialivity,
achievement, identity, intimacy, I'ertilily and
integrity, and Iieringer stresses autism,
s!'rnbiosis, impulsiveness, sel{-protection,
confbrmism, inrlividuation and autonomy.
Block (c.f. l,azoms, 1991) emphasizes that
progression an(l development toward the
identity and autonomy is not easy and
unequivocal, but that it also includes
occasional crises and changes. Still, in spite
o1'lhesi: changes, one's identity becomes and
remains that what- enables one to experience
himself as the same person invariorls phases
of development and in various contexts of
time and space. In literature, this experience
of one's own identity, this conception of
oneself, is frequently defined as self-image
or'self-concept'. With the increasing need lbr
more precise definition of this concept, grows
also the number of theoretical explanations
of its meaning and the number of researches
based on these explanations, but at the same
time, it is becoming less and less possible to
try to determine this concept on the basis of
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only one of these approaches. So Byrne (as
quotecl by l-ackovii-Grgin, 1994) talks about
Ibur Iheoretical approaches in relation to
'self-concept.': from one-dimensional
approach, over l.he multifaceted and
hierarchical, and the approach ol mutually
indepenclent factors, to compensatory
approach.

On the other hand, there is more
certainty about the {act that the development
of 'self-concept' progresses liom global
orienl.ation about. oneself ancl one's
behaviour within one's environment toward
{iner self-evaluation of personal qualities in
a number of diIl'erent areas (Cvetkovii-l,ay,
1994). Thus already a three-year old child
has a pretty clear idea about his physical
abilit.ies: at lbur he becomes aware of his sex;
at five he has already fbrmed a 'self-concept'
and a conception of his place among his
peers; and at six he translbrms the
perceptions about. himself into a sort of self'-
evaluation. When the child reaches 1.he

school age, first the social, and then the
emotional component enter int.o the scope
of his 'self-concept'. This is usually
considered as the beginning of a more
realistic self-conception and it can be
recognized by the beginning of use of negative
adjectives and self-descriptions. The child's
perception of himself beginns to change in
the late childhood. when the accent is on the
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process of cognition of his own peculiarities.
1'his leads to an increase in self-respect- in
the late childhood, which is, however, still
greatly dependent on other persons' respect.
and positive opinions.

In the adolescent age, sell-evaluation
shows a tendency toward abstractions and
generalizat.ions, but. it also includes once
more predominantly positive attributes and
sell'-descriptions. As regard the stability ancl
changes of 'self-concept.' in adolescent age,
t-here the opinions difl'er. 'Aiter they have
been already quit.e sure of their own sell,
suddenly the adolescent.s are faced with
necessit-y to reexamine il. and deline its
limits. Body and mind are inseparable: evcry
physical change provokes mental changes,
just as all mental changes are always
accompanied by physical manifestations."
(Basta5ii, 1995:29). Elliot (c.f. Newell et al.
l99O) affirms that alter the t.welth year comes
to the reduction of self-respect ancl
stabilization of 'sell-concept.', and at the
same time, to an increase in self'-awareness.
In relation to this statement it shoukl be said
that some authors maintain that sexual
development. and maturity lead to an
increase in self-respect, while the others
assert- just the opposite (I.ackovii-Grgin,
1994). In any case, the development of
se>mal identity is closely connected with the
clevelopment of self. Although the sex is
biologically determined, society inlluences
the child's acceptance of his own sexuali[r.
In t.heir book 'Child Psychology"
Hetherington and Ross (c.1. BastaSii, 1995)
talk of various lbrms of adult influence on
development of child's semality, liom the
clirect influence of child's parents to the
inlluence through the media. Thus they state
that the difference between boys and girls is
more stressed by fathers - the kind of interest
they take in their daughters is diflbrent fiom
the kind of interest they take in their sons'
Therefbre, some scientists maintain that
lhthers are more responsible than mothers
lbr encouragement of f'eminine or manly
traits in their children.

The inlluence of important adults, i.e'
child's parent.s, is considered to be of special
value fbr development and sustainment of
sell'-respect in childhood and adolescence,
although different authors ascribe different
significance to influences of mother and
Iather. The question whether child's sex plays
an essential role in that process is often a
subject of discussions. It is generally
considered that the parents differently
perceive their sons and their daughters fiom
the very moment of their birth. That different
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perception becomes the basis for their
different expectations and diff'eren1
behaviour toward children, depending on
their sex. In early childhood this is
manilbstecl by clifferent choice of toys t.hey
olfer to their sons and daughters, and by
encouraging of children to participate in
diflbrenl.lypes of activities. Thus the girls will
usually have the possibility to participate in
stmctured activities, which are giving them
an opportunity fbr contact.s and
communication with adult.s antl
consequently, a chance to learn by imitation;
to learn to be obedient: t.o make contrac:ts
with adull.s; and to help other people; and
t.hrough all that, and most important, a

chance to develop their interest in other
people. Contrary to that, the boys art:
generally given more opportunity to
participate in unst.nrctured activities, which
require the ability 1.o initiale thtr
communication, to give orclers to both adults
and their peers, to be act.ive and creative,
but which also require aggressive behaviour
(Carpenter, c.l. Clarke-St-ewart, 1988). On the
basis of such and similar knowledge, a
certain number of authors maintain thal. thc:

clemands made upon boys are greater, i.e.
that parent.s have greater expectations in
relation to boys ancl, if the boys lail to lnllill
those expectat.ions, the parents begin l.t-r

reject them (Mi4-kovii, 1991).
In other words, the lull sexual iclentity

develops as a result of interaction between
an individual and his environment. Sexual
roles are learned within particular
sociocultural circle to which an individual
belongs. Question is, how much are the boys
diflbrent lrom the girls independent-ly of
sociocult.ural influence. Psychologists
maintain that the differences exist, although
they are not as big as it is usually believecl.
As intants, the girls are physically ancl
neurologically more mature and they also
reach earlier theirsexual maturity. The boys
grow stronger as they physically develop,
their motoric skills are better, but they are
more sensitive due to nutritional difficulties
and they are more likely to inherit various
anomalies. There is also a difference in their
cognitive development: girls will sooner
develop the speech abilities, boys show
greater spatiovisual abilities. In regard to the
social skills, the girls are more obedient and
caring in relation to the younger children,
and the boys are more quarrelsome, they
have more emotional problems, more
difficulties with reading and verbal
expression and they have more problems in
school (BastaSii, 1995:28). According to the
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same author, one of the most important tasks
in the period of adolescence is to complete
the process of sexual maturation, i.e. to
transform the early aspects of sexuality into
mature sexualit5r of an adult person. The
fundamental identity and sexual identity are
the basis of the entire personal identity and
they are bot.h essentially rooted in the
biologl. The entire development process is
occurring in constant int.eraction between
biological and environmental. Primary
sexual charact.eristics are genetically
detemined by-joining of sexual chromosomes
during f'ertilizalion. The interaction of
genetical dowry and the hormones lbrm the
embryo, but in additjon to that. lbrmation of
mature sexuality is inJluenced by many other
outside lactors, such as family, institutions
and peers. In short, primary sexual
characteristics develop from genes,
secondary I'rom hormones and psychological
sexual characteristics in interaction with the
environment.

On the whole. on the basis of literature
about. parental treatment of children
(Hendrick, 1986; zizax. lg93: Koller-
Trbovii, 1994) it is possible to conclude that
the perception of one's own chikl is
connected with the parental manner or style
of bringing up t.heir children, which is again,
to a certain extent, connected with the way
how the parent. himselfwas broughtup (Juul,
1995). The parents form their image of the
child, of that what they would want him to
be, within the lrame of their manner of
upbringing and l.hen proceed to evaluate the
child's achievement and personality
according to that image. It seems that, in that
sense, the children brorrght up in an
authoritarian way have the best chances lbr
realistically positive parental evaluation. This
is also confirmed by the results obtained by
Coopersmith (as quoted by l,ackovii-Grgin,
1994) who has established that those
children. who are treat.ed with love and
respect by their parents, think posit.ively
about. themselves and have more self-
respect.

Correspondent. to different views about
changes of self-concept during adolescence
are the results concerning the estimation of
importance of the role of adults in self-
evaluation of adolescents of different sexes.
The research that Lackovii-Grgin and
Dekovii (c.1. Lackovii-Grgin, 1994) have
made with a purpose to invest-igate to what
extent do mother's. father's, class-master's
and the besl- lriend's evaluations contribute
to the forming of self-evaluation o{' 13, 15
and 17-years old adolescents ofboth sexes,

has brought them to conclusion that self-
evaluations of adolescents vary according to
their sex and age. The younger adolescents
have evaluated themselves more positively
than the older ones and the girls have
evaluated themselves more positively than
the boys. The signilicance ol'important
others fbr self-evaluations of adolescents
grows less only lbr the boys. while fbr the
girls it becomes greater as they grow older.
This might permit. an indirect conclrrsion
that the mentioned research indicat.es that
there is a diflbrence between self'-evaluation
of adolescents and their parents' evaluations.
especially by male aclolescents. In connection
with this, it is a well known lact that the:

signilicance of multiple reality of young
persons lies in a potential conflict that may
ensue from the diflbrence between their sell'-
evaluation and ot.her persons' evaluations
of them (Hewitt, 1994).

Based on the results mentioned above.
this study aimes to analyze, on one sicle, thc:
clillbrences between self-concepts of I 4-year
old adolescents of different sexes, and on the
other side, the differences in their parents'
evaluations, with regard to child's sex. The
special attention is directed on finding the
correlations between self-evaluations of'
adolescents of both sexes and their parents'
evaluations of them.

With regard to that aim, the study will
test the folloMng hypotheses:
l. The fact of belonging to either male or

female sex has statistically significant
power of discrimination in the area of
child's self-concept. In connect-ion with
that, the girls are evaluating themselves
more positively.

2. The lact of belonging to either male or
fbmale sex has statistically significant
power of discrimination in the area of
parents'evaluation of their child, whereby
the parents tend to perceive daughters
more I'avourably.

3. The correlation bet.ween parents'
evaluations of their children and
childrens' evaluations of self-concept. is
evidenced by the fact that they show a
considerable degree of conformity,
regardless of child's sex.

2. METIIODS

2.1 Experimental sample

The research has been made on a
sample of the 8th grade elementary school
pupils (mostly fburteen-year-olds). The
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schools and the classes (one of the 8th grade
classes in each school) were selected by the
mel.hod ol'random numbers. In each of
selected classes all pupils were examined
and one parent, mother or father, of each
pupil, depending on who was available to
the researchers. Total number of examinees
in 33 elementary schools inT,agrebwas 1023

trrupils and 69O parents.
The basic sample of examinees was

divided in two groups, according to theirsex,
so that N1 consists ol'513 examinees of
female sex and N2 of 5lO examinees ol'male
sex. Parents were grouped according to the
same criterion, or according to the sex of the
child theywere evaluating. Thus were lbrmed
two additional subsample groups: one
subsample of parents of female children (N3

= 38O) and another subsample of parents of
male children (N4 = 310).

2.2 Sample of variables

In spite of all the limitations of the
investigation of characteristics of 'sell-
concept' (more detailly explained by
Lackovii-Grgin, 1994), as well as of parents'
conception about theirchild, these areas are
described in this study with a number of
variables, which fbr the greater part come
from Osgood's semantic differential and
which are ordered according to the same
standards. These variables are evaluation
scales based on pairs of bipolar adjectives.
The children evaluated themselves and the
parents evaluated their children. Although
the examinees were instmcted to use the
oflered adjectives only according to their
feelings and not according to any other
indicator, these scales are still not the classic
Osgood's semantic differential. Namely, with
regard to the object of evaluation, majority
of adjective pairs have denotative
(descriptive) and not connotative meaning.
The variables, i.e. pairs of adjectives used,
were as follows: 1. good/bad; 2. successfirl/
unsuccessful; 3. positive/negative: 4.
powerful/powerless: 5. active/passive: 6.
warm/cold; 7. quick/slow; 8. strong/weak:
9. satisfied/dissatisfied; lO. placid/restless;
11. confident/insecurei 12. happy /
unhappy; 13. optimistic/pessimistic: 14.
clever/stupid; and 15. obedient/disobedient.
Each pair of bipolar adjectives was graded
in five (5) levels, with lower value denoting

more lhvourable and the higher value morr:
unlhvourable sell-evaluation.

This research is based on the methorl
of self-report, which means that all
inlbrmation was obtained directly from the
examinees - children and parents who are
the subject of this study.

2.3. Methods of information processing

'lo determine the difl'erences betweern
subsamples we have used a modifiecl model
of discriminative analysis, which determines
the diflbrences bet.ween the groups of entities
within the space defined by some group ol
manil'est and latent variables (Momirovii et
all., 1984), while the correlation bet.ween the
two groups of variables (child's evaluation
of 'sell-concept' and parent's evaluation of
his child) was determined lry lhe method of
canonic analysis of variances (CAN-CAN
programme, Momirovii, Dobrii, Karaman,
1983).

Two discriminant analyses were
applied to examine the dilferences in
evaluation of 'self-concept' of lirst ancl
second subsample, and the differences in
evaluation of 'conception about one's own
child'of lirst and second subsample. In both
cases the discriminative variable was child's
sex. Of the two canonic analysis applied, the
first one was used to examine the correlation
between'self'-concept' of male examinees and
the evaluations of their parents, while the
object of the second one was to lind out the
correlation between'sell'-concept' o1' female
examinees and the evaluations of their
parents.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Differences ln 'self-concept' of male
and female adolescents

Eigenvalues and group centroids of
discriminant f,actor are showed in Table l.
The level of statistical significance of this
function's F-ratio is on the error level Oolo (P

< .OOOO) and the group centroides of
discriminative factor indicate a conside rably
less favourable evaluation of so described
'self-concept' of examinees in the second
subsample.
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Table l. Eigenualue and group centriad.s

Information about the structure of
this discrimanitive factor is given on Table
2.

Table 2. Discrtminant coelficients and correlations

It is noticeable that this factor is
predominantly made of following pairs of
adJectives: placid-restless (.579) ; positive-
negative {.57 2) ; warm-cold (.557) ; good-bad
(.552) ; obedient-disobedient (.544: strong-
weak (-.351) ; successful-unsuccessful
(.323), and to some extent, powerful-
powerless (-.237). As already mentioned
before, the variables were constmcted in
such a way that the higher result denotes
less favourable evaluation and the obtained
constellation ofvariables coefficients on this
discriminative factor indicates a correlation
between variables, according to which the
evaluation of strength and power of the
examinees is related to the evaluations of
restlessness, negativity, coldness,
insuffi ciently good behaviour, disobedience
and unsuccessfulness. In ottrer words, male
examinees evaluate themselves statisticaly
significantly less favourable in comparison
with female examinees. and this diflerence

is particularly marked on pairs of adjectives
related to qualities of placidness, positivity,
warmth, good behaviour, obedience,
successfulness, strength and power.

3.2. Dlfferences ln'conceptlon about one'g
own chlld' of parents of male and female
adolescents

Eignvalues and group centroids of
discriminant factor I extracted by modified
discriminant analysis of 'MY CHILD'
Conception Evaluation Scale and according
to whether the parent was evaluating female
(Ng) or male (N4) adolescent are shown in
table 3. The level of statistical significance of
this function's F-ratio is on the error level Oolo

(P < .OOOO), and the group centroids of
discriminative factor indicate considerably
less favourable evaluation of one's own child
by the examinees in the second subsample,
i.e. by parents of male adolescents.

r47

FAC Lambda L/T Gr. centroid (F) Gr. centroid (M) F-RATIO P

FAC-1 o.2s635 1.000 -.JD / .559 85.508 .000

VARIABLE coEl FACl

01. good/bad .352 552

02. successful/unsuccessful .245 .323

05. positive/negative .435 572

04. powerfull/powerless -.22L .237

05. active/passive .L76 .232

06. warm/cold .446 .JJ /

07. quid</slow -.282 .195

08. strong/weak -.JJD -.53 r

09. satisfied/dissatis. .oL4 .215

10. placid/resfless .275 .579

1 1. confident/insecure 116 .019

12. happy/unhappy -.046 .2LO

13. optimistic/pesirnistic -.062 .165

14. dever/stupid -.081 . r93

15. obedient/disobedient .234 .544:
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Table 3. Eigenualue attd group centroids

Inlbrmation about the stnrcture of this
Iact.or is given on Table 4.

Table 4. Discrtminant coeffictents and correlations

Noticeable for this factor is the
predominance of following pairs of adjectives:
positive-negative ('736) : good-bad ('725):
tlever-stupid (.604); active-passive ('588) ;

placid-restless (.497); securre-insecure
(.+Azl; powerful-powerless ('43 1) ; obedient-
clisobedient (.4o8); optimistic-pessimistic
(.349) and happy-unhappy (.3271' The
difference between parents evaluation of male
and female adolescents is contained in their
evaluations of qualities of positivity, good

behaviour, intelligence, activity, placidness'
security, power, obedience, optimism and
happineJs, wherebY the favourable

evaluation of the child on one variable is
connected with their favourable evaluation
on all other variables.

Since discriminative analyses have
shown that there are statistically significant
differences between 'self-concept'
evaluations of male and lbmale examinees'
as well as between their parents conceptions
about them, and that there are differences
in the contentof 'self-concepf and Zmy-child-
concepf evaluations, we were interested to

find out the correlation between the 'sell-

concept'of male and female adolescents and

the way how their parents evaluate them'

FAC lLambda L/T Gr. centroid (RF) Gr. centroid (RM) F-RATIO P

FAC-1 0.1587 1.000 -.252 .309 25.919 .000

VARIABLE coEl FACl

01. good/bad .4L9 .725

02. successful/unsuccessful .408 .7L8

03. positive/negative .423 .736 \

04. powerfull/powerless .201 .43r

05. active/passive .3L4 588 i

06. warm/cold 064 -50J

07. quick/slow .LB7 .L7B

08. strong/weak .o43 .269 i

09. satisfied/disunsatis. -.2L7 .2s5 i

10. placid/restless 401 497 t

1 1. confident/insecure .L32 .482 |

12. happy/unhapPY -.063 327 |

13. optirnistic/Pesimistic .061 .349

14. dever/stupid .239 .604

15. obedient/disobedient -.092 .408
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3.3. Correlation between'self-concept'
of male adolescents and 'my-child'
concept' of thelr parents

Table 5. Eigenualues oJ canonical Jactors

Canonic analysis of correlation
between 'self-concept' of male adolescents
(N2 = 51O) and their parents' conception
about them (N4 = 31O), on the significanoe
level .OOO and .OOl, gave six statistically
significant pairs of canonic factors (Table 5).
We see that the established level of

correlation between two analyzed groups is
high in the first three pairs of canonic f;actors
and average in the other three pairs.

The information about the stmcture
of canonic factors in the 'self-concept' space
ofmale adolescents can be found in following
tables.

Table 6. Structure and. partial canonic coefficients oJfvst set oJuariables

FAC Canonical R R-squared Lambda Probability

1. .560 .354 .149 ,000

2. .527 .272 .237 .000

5. .475 .226 .518 .000

4. .392 .220 .4LO .000

5. .352 .L54 .526 .001

6. .326 .L24 .622 .001

VARIABLE

It is notlceable that the ffrst canonic
factor is predominantly structured by
following pairs of adjectives: successful-
unsuccessful (.74o); clever-stupid (.696);

placid-restless (.568); positive-negative
(. 563) ; good-bad (. 5 I 5) ; active-passive (5O5) ;

confident-insecure (.439); satisfied-
dissatisfied (.392) ; and obedient-disobedient
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(.32O).The projection of all listed variables
on the factor is positive.

The second canonic lactor in the 'sell-
concept' space of male examinees is
predominantly lbrmed by fbllowing pairs of
adjectives: strong-weak (.619); powerful-
powerless (.526); quick-slow (.463); placid-
restless (-.442): active-passive (.439):
obedient.-disobedient (-.395) ; conlident-
insecure (.366): and successful-
unsuccesslul (.353). The character of their
pro-iections on the factor indicates their
interrelation, according to which evaluation
placid and obedient- is connected with
evaluation weak, powerless' slow, passive'
insecure and unsuccessful.

The third canonic lactor in this space
is stmctured by pairs of adjectives: warrn-
cold (-.452); optimistic-pessimistic (.428) ;

satisfied-dissatisfied (.381); and happy-
unhappy (.316). Their projection on the
factor is characterized by connecticln
between evaluation cold and evaluations:
optimistic. satisfied and haPPY.

Two pairs of adjectives: strong-wcak
(-.582) and confident-insecure (-.325) delinr:
the lburth canonic lactor.

Pairs of adject.ives responsible lbr tht:
stmcture of the filth canonic factor liom this
group of variables are: obedient--disobedienl
(-.557); active-passive (-.469); quick-slow (-

.430); and good-bad (-.413).
Variables: warm-cold (.42O) and cluick-

slow (-.406) stmcture the last, sixth canoni<r
lactclr in male adolescents 'self-concepl'
space in such a way that the less lavourable
evaluat.ion of warmth is related to more
Iavourable erraluat-ion of quick response.

Table Z. Structure and. parti.al canontc coelficients oJ second set oJ uartables

I

l

Analyzing the results contained in
Table 7, related to the stmcture of canonic
factors in the 'conception about one's own
child'space of male examinees'parents' we

shall notice first of all that the mentioned
stmcture is almost identical in its content
to the stmcture of lactors in the first $roup
of variables.

Namely, the first canonic factor also

r44

in this group of variables is predominantly
structured by the lbllowing pairs ol
adj ectives : success ful-unsuccess fi:\ (.7 25) :

confident-insecure (.7O8): good-bad (.680);
positive-negative (. 600) ; clever-stupid (. 586) :

placid-restless (. 578) ; active-passive (' 544) ;

obedient-disobedient ('a8o): and satislied-
dissatisfied (.391).

The second canonic factor in the male

FACl FACS FAC5 FAC4 FAC5 FAC6 i

VARIABLB mEt FACI COE FAC COE FAC coE FAC COE FAC COB FAC

01. good/bad .276 .680 .011 .007 -.013 -.o42 .478 -.26r .247 -.002 .260 .372

02. success./unsucc ,At .725 .054 .320 -.317 .158 .346 .1(n .322 .035 ..308 -.094

03. positive/neg. .177 .600 -.299 .018 -.r85 -.120 .095 -.030 ".082 -.073 .085 .284 |

M.power./pourcd. -.tLz .2r3 .013 .393 .085 ,159 .o74 -.126 -.tM -.t92 J77 025

05. active/passiv. .062 .544 .1S .452 .100 ..105 -.006 .o43 .670 -.397 .560 .ztB

06.w:arm/old -.058 .278 .160 .15 -.504 -.496 .r72 .058 .397 Jt5 .407 .491

07. quicli/slow .o24 .229 .1S .513 ,.350 -.236 -.081 -.r23 tB7 -.209 .497 -.307

08. shong/weak 196 .217 411 .81 .098 .r35 ,.908 -.641 .067 -.099 .lv 162 
i

09. satis./dissatis. .045 .591 -.041 .067 .303 435 .4ta .o62 .003 .002 .126 33S I

10. placid/restless .278 .578 -.595 -.551 .004 .o73 .198 ..251 -.093 .157 .015 1ft;

tl. confid./irrsecure .405 .708 .m1 25L 5U .290 .238 ,155 .731 .14 .512 .232

L2.happy/uritrappy ,.079 .519 .028 .076 .370 .462 .o43 .039 -.085 -.055 .435 374

13. optirnis'tftesirn -.085 .216 -.085 .158 .229 .295 .0r3 -.065 -.355 -.s73 -.235 ..099

14. clerrer/shrpid .165 .586 .MB .403 .331 LM .528 .235 -.165 ..275 -.035 .059

15. obed./disobed. .031 .480 -.225 ..2t5 -.245 ,176 -.070 -.136 ,635 -.489 -.258 039
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children parents' evaluation space of 'my-
child-concept' is predominantly made of
following pairs of adjectives: placid-restless
G.55 1) : quick-slow (. 5 I 3) ; strong-weak (.aB I ) ;
active-passive (.452) ; clever-stupid (.4O3) ;

powerful-powerless (.393): and successlul-
unsuccesslul (.320). All variables, with
exception of the one related to placidity or
restlessness are projected on the lactor with
positive coefficients. Same correlation was
found in the first group ol'variables. so it is
safe to say that also in the case of parents'
evaluations the evaluation of placidity of
children is related to evaluations of their
slowness, weakness, passivity, reduced
intelligence, powerlessness and
unsuccessfulness.

The third canonic f'actor from the
second group of variables is stmctured by
pairs of adjectives: warm-cold (-.496); happy-
unhappy (a62; and satisfied-dissatisfied
(.435). Their projection on the lactor is
represented in such way that. more favourable
evaluation of warmth is connected with less
favourable evaluation of optimism,
satisfaction and happiness.

The only projection of some relevance
on the lburth canonic lactor in this group of
variables is that of a single pair of adjectives:
conlident-insecure (-.641). It indicat.es the
parents' evaluation of child's feeling of
confidence in his own abilities.

Pairs of adjectives responsible for the
structure of the fiIth canonic factor in this
group of variables are: obedient-disobedient
(-.489) ; active-passive G.397) ; and optimistic-
pessimistic (-.373). All three pairs of adjectives
are negatively projected.

The sixth canonic factor fiom this group
of variables is delined by following adjective
pairs: warm-cold (.491): happy-unhappy
(.374): good-bad (.372): and satisfied-
dissatisfied (.338).

Globally speaking, it could be said that
isolated pairs of canonic factors indicate a
significant level of correlation and unifbrmity
between 'self-concept' of male children and
their parents' conception about them. It is
reflected in the structure of all pairs of canonic
iactors, but somewhatless pronounced in the
fifth and sixth pair.

Thus in the first pair of canonic factors
we find positive correlation between
evaluations of goodness, successfulness,
positivity, activity, satisfaction, placidity,
confidence, intelligence and obedience of male

examinees revealed in both. their sell-
evaluation and their parents' evaluations.
A11 correlation coeflicients are positive,
which indicates significantly more liequent
unlavourable evaluation of these
characteristics in male adolescents. All
other pairs of canonic lactors indicate
somewhat more specilic relations between
the two groups of variables. So, in the
second pair of canonic lactors the positive
evaluation of obedience and placiclity by
children, and only placidity by parents, is
brought into a relation with less lavourable
evaluation of children's successl'ulness.
power, activity, quick reaction and strength
by their parents, while the male examinees
are also adding confidence to that. group of
variables. In the third pair of canonic factors
there is a discernible correlation bet.ween
Iavourable evaluation of child's warmth by
both groups of evaluators and
unfavourable evaluation of child's f'eelings
of satisfaction and happiness. In this case
again, the examinees, in evaluating Zself-
concept', add to this group of variables also
their diminished optimism. The lburth pair
of canonic lactors relates children's positive
evaluation of strength and conlidence to
equally positive evaluation ol' male
children's strength by their parents. The
fifth pair of canonic lactors brings into a
correlation lavourable self-evaluations of
goodness, activity, quick reactions and
obedience with favourable evaluations of
male children's obedience, activity and
optimism by their parents. In the last, sixth
pair of canonic factors the 'self-concept' of
male examinees containing evaluations of
warmth and slowness is related to their
parents' evaluations of their goodness and
dissatislaction, coldness and unhappiness.

3.4. Correlatlon between the 'self-
concept' of female adolescents and the
'conception about one's own child' of
their parents

The data presented on Table 8 show
that the canonic analysis of 'sell-concept'
of female examinees and 'my-child-concept'
of their parents has isolated five pairs of
canonic factors, on the error level of .001.
It is obvious that there is a significant
correlation between the two observed
groups of variables. Information about the
content of this correlation is presented on
Tables 9 and 10.
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Table 8. Eigenuahues oJ co:nontco.l Jactors

Table 9. structure and parttaL canonic coelficients oJfirst set oJ uariahles

il

As it is evident liom the Table 9' the

first canonic factor in the 'self-concept'

evaluation space of l'emale examinees is
predominanily determined by pairs of
ad3ectives: successful-unsuccessful (-'630) ;

ob"edient-disobedient (-'598) ; satisfied-
d issatisfi ed ( . a62) ; positive - negative (-' 453) :

active-passive (-.428); good-bad (-'423):
happy-unhappy (-.415); placid-restless (-

.+dS]i clever-stupid (-.344); and warm-cold
(-.333).' 

The seconcl canonic lactor f'rom the first
group of variables is made of following pairs

6f aa3ecuves: quick-slow ('435): successful-

unsriccessfu | (.4121;happy-unhappy C'4oo) ;

r46

active-passive (.369) ; placid-restless (-'353) :

conficlent-insecure (.352); and satislied-
dissatisfied (-.335). Their projection on the

lactor indicates a correlation by which the

evaluation of happiness, placidit'y and
satisfaction of examinees is related to their
slowness, unsuccessfulness, passivity and

insecuritY.
The following group of 'self-concept'

variables forms the third canonic lactor:
quick-slow (.592); strong-weak ('522)"
optimistic-pessimistic (.328) : warm-coltl
t.-Sfe); powerful-powerless (.312): and
satisfied-dissatisfied (.3O3)'

Pairs of adjectives oPtimistic-

FAC Canonical R R-squared Larnbda Probability

1. .527 .278 .225 .000

2. .506 .256 .3t2 .000 i

J. .463 .2L4 .419 000

4. .406 .164 .553 .001

J. .382 .t46 .638 .001

VARIABLE

FACl FAC2 FACS FAC4 FAC5

mEl FACI COE FAC COE FAC COE FAC coE ll'A(l

-.051 -.423 .200 .t92 .273 .279 .237 .241) Jl:2 0(i7

,.531 -.630 .391 .412 .264 ,.238 196 049 .171 218

.22*) -.455 .029 .l(n ..222 .041 01I .r)5(; .052 o2l)

.294 .o44 -.169 ,070 .147 .3t2 .098 .006 .3r7 l2ll ,

-.363 .428 .110 .369 113 .2t5 .160 .l(n .094 .071 i

-.151 -.333 -.061 -.145 ,183 .318 .039 .087 119 .078 i

.239 -.065 .288 435 .516 ,592 .576 .339 -.029 (lB(;

-.233 ..204 .209 .286 .379 .522 -.535 -.559 ..048 155 i

,.206 .462 .239 ,.335 .286 .30s .365 .056 -.064 .366 i

-.066 ,.403 190 -.35s .026 .wl .082 .21t3 .240 .501

.lv -.204 .322 .352 .006 .2L1 .360 .22s ..332 .s+s I

-.019 ..41s -.542 ..400 ,181 .174 .483 .138 ..68(; .614

.202 toz .t)34 .o24 .r97 328 ..739 -.i57 .069 216

.089 ..344 .lm .294 .426 .233 139 .019 .229 .ml

..405 -.598 -.223 ..296 ,158 .284 ,019 .078 .525 .456
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pessimistic (-.557) and quick-slow (.339)
form the fourth canonic factor in the 'self-
concept'space of female examinees, in such
a way that the favourable evaluation of
optimism is related to the evaluation of
slowness.

In the fifth canonic factor from the lirst
group of variables the following pairs of
adjectives are predominantly represented:
happy-unhappy (-.614): satisfied-

dissatisfied (-.366); placid-resiless (.3O1);
and obedient-disobedient (.4b6). They are
mutually related in such a way that the
evaluation of restlessness and disobedrence
is related to the evaluation of happiness and
satislaction.

The content of canonic factors from the
second group ofvariables, that is, 'my-child-
concept'evaluations ofparents. can be read
from the next Table

Table lO. Sfructure and parttal cqnonic coefficients oJ second set oJ uartables

VARIABLE

02. success./unsucc.

First of all, here again we can observe
the significant level of content conformity in
the stmcture of pairs of canonic factors from
both groups of variables.

So, the lirst canonic factor shows the
grouping of following pairs of adjectives:
good-bad (-.735); obedient-disobedient (-
.589); successful-unsuccessful (-.582);
warm-cold (-.57O); satisfied-dissatisfied (-
.561); active-passive (-.516); positive-
negative (-.48O); clever-stupid (-.4O8);
happy-unhappy (-.368) ; and placid-restless
t-.353).

Predominantly important for the
structure of the second canonic factor in this
group of variables are the following pairs of
adjectives: quick-slow (.5O3); confident.-

insecure (.446) ; successlul-unsuccessful
(al0: placid-restless (-.405); and active-
passive (.391). The character of correlation
shows that evaluation of slowness,
insecurity, unsuccessfulness and passivity
connects with evaluation of child's placidity.
In 'my-child-concept' space of parents of
female children the third canonic factor is
predominantly structured by variables:
strong-weak (.568); quick-slow (.463);
confident-insecure (.4I2) ; optimistic-
pessimistic (.388) ; successful-unsuccess{irl
C.34O); and satisfied-dissatisfied (.316). As
only one pair of adjectives is negatively
projected on the lactor, the establisherl
correlation here is between evaluation of
successf'ulness and evaluation of child's
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weakness, slowltess, inset:urity.
rlissal.isfhction and pessimism.

'fhe lourth canonio {actor liom the
secon(l group ol-variables is clclerminecl lry
followinS l)airs of adjectirres: optimisl.ic-
lressinristi <: (-.467) ancl haplly-r.rnhappy
(.i153), wht:relty somcwhal less favorrrable
ovaluation of chilcl's happincss is relatecl l.<t

r:r,alrraIion ol' oplinrism.
llhe last, Iifth canonic iactor in this

group cleline lbllowing pairs ol' ar1.it:ctirre:s:
happy-u nhappy (- .5u 8) ; satisf iecl -
rlissalislierl (-.476): placirl-reslless (. Sl);
ancl obeclicnt-clisober'lient (.3b9). Evick:nily.
here the litvoural;le evaluation of happiness
ancl satislhclion is connectecl with less
lavourable evaluation of placidity ancl
obedience.

'Ihe st_rucl.ure of all pairs of canonic
Iactors which rcveal the correlation belween
'scll-concept.' evalual-ion of lbmale exarninees
and Lheir parents conception altout thern
indicat.e thr: high level of correlation br:tween
these two groups of rrariables. 'l'hey show a
signilicant degree ol' confbrmity, whir:h
confirms the existence of statistically
significant conformity between self-
perccption of female children and the way
how their parents perceive them.

Thus in the first pair of canonic fbctors
the evaluations of goodness, successlirlness,
positivity, activity, warmth, satisihction,
placirlity, happiness. intelligence ancl
obedience are brought into mutual relation
by both, l'emale examinees themselves ancl
their parents. All these variables are
representecl in the factor with negative
coellicients, which inclicates congmence in
evahrations of these characteristics by the
evaluators. The otherpairs of canonic lactors
indicate some specific relations between
these groups of variables. In this sense, the
second pair of canonic f'actors brings into
mutual relation the elements of 'self-concept'
of female examinees relatecl to evaluations
of satisfaction, placidity and happiness ancl
evaluations of unsuccessfulness, passivity,
slowness and insecurity with elements of
their parents'conception about. them, which
are also related to evaluation of placidity,
unsuccessfulness, passivity, slowness and
insecurity of f'emale adolescents. In the third
pair of canonic factors evaluations of
powerlessness,. coldness, slowness,
weakness, dissatisfaction and pessimism of
fbmale examinees are in correlation with the
same evaluations of their parents, except
that the latter add to this series the
evaluation of successfulness and the
evaluation of pessimism instead of
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satislaction. The fourth pair of canolric
f'actors is characterized by correlation
between evaluation of optimism and
slowness of I'emale examinees anri thcir
parents evaluation o{' optirnism and rcch,rr.<:rl
ft:eling of happinerss. Corrr:lation between l.ht:
cvaluation of satislhction, conlidenc:e anr,l
happiness, ancl the e.valuation of restlessness
and disobcdience in I he case of ,self-concel;l'
cvalrrat.ions of l'emalc examinees ancl thc
sarne evaluations by their parents (wilh
cxceltl.ion o[ the evaluation oI' conlirlencc)
marks the lifth pair ofcanonic fhctors.

In total, thc obtaine:rl resrrll_s c:onfinn
all three proposccl hypothcses of th js
research.

4. DISCUSSION

Along with thc rlevelopment of 'scll_
concept', the mcaning of l.his concept also
becomes the srrbiecl. o{' chilrl's inlc:nsivt:
lcarning ancl oLcrrpation rlrrring tht:
chil<lhoorl and aclolescen(.e. 'l'hc role antl
behaviour of important ach.rlts in relation to
the child ltecomr: the basis of this learning.
Namely, according to the gencrally ar:ceptr:d
viewpoint in theories of 'sclf-concepl'. the
chilcl's conception about himsc'lf is par11y
determinerl by the way how lhe chilcl is
perceived by others, or more precisely, lty
that what he believes t.o be their perccptiorr
ol him (tackovic-Grgin and Dekovii, 1990),
and what is particularly important, thal. what
1.he child believes to be the perception of
those who he regards as important. In this
way, chilcl's importance to ltarents and oth<:r
important adults becomes a part of chilcl's
image aboul_ himself (Hewitt,l994). Since the
significance o1'others depencls on degree of
participants' inclusion in interaction (Forgas,
1985, as quoted by Lackovii-Grgin ancl
Dekovii, l99O), itis justifiable to expectthat
the parents ancl t.heir perception of their I4-
year-old child will significantly contribute to
the {brming process of child's rlefinition ol'
himself and his self-evaluation. Namely. the
typicai form of interaction in a parent-chilcl
relationship is as5rmmetrical, which means
that the parent has the authority anci thc:
power to force the child to accept his
standards. In addition to that, the chilcl
acknowledges the authorigr of his parents
and adapts his behaviour and his sell-
evaluation according to their approval or
disapproval.

To a certain extent, this general
conception is confirrned also by the results of
this research, especially those obtained bv
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canonic correlational analysis. Namely, both
canonic correlational analyses have shovrm
in the first pairs of canonic lactors that there
is a complete conlbrmity between self-
evaluation of 'sell-concept' and parents'
evaluation of 'my-child' concept. Furthe r, the
content of 'self-concept', determined by the
first pairs of canonic lactors in both samples,
as well as the discriminative factors, point
out the well-known fact abor.rt dill'erences
between male and fbmale adolescents during
this particular period in their development.
So, with regard to the obtained results, it can
be stated again that lbmale adolescents, and
this means also the development oftheir'sell'-
concept' in this period, are much more
influenced by their parents, more inclined
to cooperate and more clependent on the
opinion of adults (Rutter, l99O). Likewise,
the results confirm that at that age boys more
.often evaluate themselves less favourably
than the girls and that the others, too,
evaluate them less favourably. Anyhow, it is
a well-known fact that in comparison with
girls, boys more olten use negative methods
in communicationwith people around thern,
particularly in their attempts to attract the
attention of important adults (Hendrick,
1986). It is equally well-known that their
psychosexual development lasts longer and
that in this prolonged period of immaturity
they are faced with extremely variable self-
image, since they are now receiving more
frequently than belbre a return information
from people around them about
unacceptance of their behaviour and
sometimes of their personalit5r (Tasii, 1994:
eieek, 1995). Apart from that, parents'
negative perception also influences the child
into changing his Zself-concept'. In some
cases, the child tries to look at himself
critically, to make a realistic assessment of
his own qualities and to find in himself
enough strength to overcome those forms of
behaviour which make other people lbrm a
negative opinion about him. But it also
happens that childrenwith basically positive
'self-concept', influenced by the negative
evaluation of their personality by their
parents, change it into a negative Zself-
concept'. Ofcourse, these processes are not
evolving aut-omatically. They are always
connected with many objective and
subjective factors.

On the other hand, as children are
becoming more mature, their relationship
with their parents is changing: the diffbrences
in status and power are beginning to loose
t-heir importance and the sense of closeress
and equality between parents and children

is growing (Youniss and Smollar, 1985;
Hunter and Youniss, 1982; Lackovii-Grgin,
1986; Galbo, 1984; as quoted by Lackovii-
Grgin and Dekovii, l99O). It is, theretbre,
rcasonable to assume that during chikl's
development the parental influence on
lbrmation of 'self-concept' is not lessening,
the changes are related only to t.he
mechanisms through which it lunctions
(McGuire, 1984, as quoted by Lackovii-
Grgin and Dekovii, l99O). So Mandii and
collaborators (1984) conclucle on the basis
of investigation of 'self-concept' of elementary
school children (N = 690) that 'sell'-concept'
of observed schol children and 'my-chilrt-
concept'of their parents show a signilicant
correlation and that exactly t_his lact is the
necessary condition lbr the normal groMh
and development of the child, fbr his normal
socialization and his success within the
Iamily and in school. Their results also
indicate that children showing higher degree
of growth and development evaluate
themselves more realistically.

A comparative review of the remaining
pairs of canonic factors, especially the third
pairof canonic factors in the sample of female
examinees and the third and sixth pair of
canonic factors in the sample of male
examinees, oflbrs a possibilit5r to consicler
certain diflerences between self-evaluation
of children and my-child-evaluations of their
parents. These dilferences are relatively
small, but significant. On one hand, they
indicate the problems and complexity of
measuring of 'self-concept' (Povey, I993:
l,ackovii-Grgin, 1994: eieek, t99b) and on
the other hand, they make one think about
the influence that parental sex roles
stereot5rpe has on their perception of their
child and about the reflection of such
perception on child's self-evaluation.

Similarly, the results that Coopersmith
has obtained in his researches (1967, 1968,
according to Mandii and coll., 1984), which
included a great number of adolescents and
Iasted for two years, show tha1. a realistic 'self:
concept'and self-respect or respect for one's
own personality, are conditioned by parents'
attitude toward their children. So, lbr
instance, boys, showing high degree of sell'-
respect, more often had mothers who were
evaluating them positively, than the boys
with low sell'-respect.

If a child is sure of accept.ance and
encouragement of important others
(especially parents), he will perceive and
evaluate himself positively. If, however, the
adults, in their communication with the child.
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constantly use reprimands and reproaches.
as well as such qualifications as: "You are
disobedient"; "You are bad"; 'you clon't do
anything right" and similar, then it comes to
a discord between child's 'self-concept'ancl
the opinion of important others about him,
and in mostcases, such negative evaluations
become part of child's attitudes and opinions
about himself, although they are, in lact,
imposed on him by the others. Many adults,
but especially children, when they are often
treated with contempt. gradually starl to see
themselves as contemptible and worthless.
Therefore, in order to educate parents how
to help their children to develop a realistic
'self'-concept', we should educate them to

regard their children as personalities with
many positive individual qualities. In other
words, the parents should t_reat ttreir children
with appreciation and respect, and shoultl
try to discoverand encourage theirindividual
abilities, so that by helping them develop
such positive aspects of their personality,
they could reduce the importance of other,
less desirable clualities.

In that sense, although the results ol'
this study do not allow such conclusjons,
they certainly point out the importance o1'
further research of some areas of aclult
influence (such as communication or styles
of upbringing) on the development of chilcl's
'selI-concept'.
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